
The Anglo-Saxon Era ended when William the 
conquerer invaded britain in 1066 and became the 
first norman king.

What was your favourite object in the museum? Write about it and draw 
it here.

Well done!  You have completed the Anglo-Saxon trail.
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Anglo-saxon 
Gallery Worksheet



As you follow the worksheet and go through the 
museum, think about which object is your favourite.

Go to the Anglo-Saxon Gallery

In the early 5th century, rome 
withdrew from britain and 
the town of corinium started 
to decline. The Anglo-Saxons 
came to Britain from Germany, 
Denmark and the Netherlands. 

Find the Anglo-Saxon Timeline board

What is the date of the Saxon settlement of Wessex? Ring the correct 
answer.

1495AD                                   495AD                                            495BC

Find the Saxons in the Cotswolds board

Which Saxon tribe did the people of the Cotswolds belong to?

Where do archaeologists find most of the information about Anglo-
Saxons? Ring the correct answer.

Newspapers                             Television                                Cemeteries

What were Anglo-Saxon homes made from?
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Find the Uncovering Religion board

The first anglo-saxons were pagan and they 
worshiped many gods.

What does Thunor mean in English?

Which day of the week is named after him?

Which day of the week is named after Woden?
                                                                  
In 596, pope Gregory sent a monk called augustine 
from Rome to britain to convince the Anglo-saxons to 
become CHristians.

Find the Women and Weaving board

How do we know women were the weavers in Anglo-Saxon times?

What tools would they have used for making textiles? Ring all the 
correct answers.

Comb                      Hammer                 Spindle whorls                    Drill    

Loom weighs              Spade                     Shears                   Screwdriver           
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Find the Trade and Connections board

Many of the Anglo-Saxons who came to britain were 
farmers. richer people traded with other countries 
for goods and luxuries they could not find in britain.

Where did the glass vessels come from?

Where did garnets come from?

Look at the Warriors and Weapons 
board

What two things were spears used for?

1.

2.

What is the single-edged sword called?
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Find the Butler’s Field Anglo-Saxon Cemetery board

An important anglo-saxon burial site was found in 
Lechlade, a town near to Cirencester. 

What were the two different types of burial found in Butler’s Field? 
Ring the correct answers.

Hindu                       Christian                    Muslim                          Pagan 

Find the Examining the Evidence board

Name three items that were buried with people.

Find an example of one 
of these in the gallery and 
draw it in this box   g

What can we discover about the Anglo-Saxon person from looking at 
their skeleton? Ring all the correct answers.

Age                          Marital status                   Gender (male or female)      

Hobbies                   Height                               Health     
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Find Mrs Getty: the Richest Burial

John Paul Getty was one of the 
richest men in the world in the 
mid-20th century. archaeologists 
nicknamed a female skeleton from 
Butler’s Field “Mrs Getty” because 
of the riches found in her grave.

Why do archaeologists think that “Mrs 
Getty” was important in her Anglo-Saxon 
community?

Look at the brooches on her clothing. What shape are they? Ring the 
correct answer.

Circular                   Square                    Rectangular                   Irregular

Look in the case containing the burial goods from “Mrs Getty’s” grave. 
Draw your favourite object and 
describe it below.
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Find the Child Burials board

Anglo-saxon children did not go to school. When they 
were 10 years old they were seen as an adult and had 
to work as hard as the other adults.

Can archaeologists tell whether a child was male or female from their 
skeleton? Ring the correct answer.

Yes                           No

How can they tell?

Find the Male Burial 

What objects were buried with the man in Grave 
92?

Draw one of the objects here.
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